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SUMMARY
Stem cell-based embryo models by cultured pluripotent and extra-embryonic lineage stem cells are novel platforms to model early post-

implantation development.We showed that induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) could form ITS (iPSCs and trophectoderm stem cells)

and ITX (iPSCs, trophectoderm stem cells, and XEN cells) embryos, resembling the early gastrula embryo developed in vivo. To facilitate

the efficient and unbiased analysis of the stem cell-based embryomodel, we set up a machine learning workflow to extract multi-dimen-

sional features and perform quantification of ITS embryos using 3D images collected from a high-content screening system. We found

that different PSC lines differ in their ability to form embryo-like structures. Through high-content screening of small molecules and

cytokines, we identified that BMP4 best promoted the morphogenesis of the ITS embryo. Our study established an innovative strategy

to analyze stem cell-based embryo models and uncovered new roles of BMP4 in stem cell-based embryo models.
INTRODUCTION

During early mammalian postimplantation development,

the primary germ layers are specified, and the body axes

are determined. Due to the nature of the in utero develop-

ment and the small size, it is challenging to study gastrula

stage embryos. Remarkably, stem cell lines derived from the

early mammalian embryo can be propagated for long-term

in vitro, while retaining many essential properties of their

in vivo counterpart. In recent years, several groups have

shown that embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and extra-embry-

onic (ExE) stem cell lines can self-assemble to form em-

bryo-like structures and recapitulate various aspects of the

peri- and postimplantation embryo development in vitro

(Beccari et al., 2018; Bedzhov and Zernicka-Goetz, 2014;

Harrison et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019; Poh et al., 2014; Rivron

et al., 2018; Shao et al., 2017a; Sozen et al., 2018, 2019;

Veenvliet et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019). These stem

cell-based embryo models are amenable to microscope

observation and experimental manipulation, opening up

a new venue to investigate the spatiotemporal regulation

of morphogenesis and cell fate specification, to discover

the complex embryological events andmechanisms.More-

over, the in vitro platform greatly facilitated the study of

human embryo development (Deglincerti et al., 2016;

Shahbazi et al., 2016; Shao et al., 2017a, 2017b; Zheng et

al., 2019). Analyses of previous stem cell-based embryo

models are mostly based on manual identification of the
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representative morphology. The drawback is low efficiency

and non-standardized means and parameters used by

different researchers. Moreover, pluripotent stem cells

(PSCs) are known for variations across cell lines depending

on the genetic background, the derivation, culture, and

reprogramming methods. Therefore, an automated, high-

throughput, multi-dimensional, and unbiased workflow

to quantitatively analyze stem cell-based embryo models

is needed.

High-throughput and high-content imaging and anal-

ysis have been used for drug screens on cell-based assays.

In recent years, the capacity for imaging acquisition and

processing has increased dramatically. More and more ma-

chine learning algorithms to analyze complex and high-

dimensional images have been developed (Boutros et al.,

2015; Lukonin et al., 2020; Scheeder et al., 2018; Shen

et al., 2018). These advances have enabled automated

screens on 3D organoid systems. Czerniecki et al. (2018)

showed that it is possible to perform high-throughput,

high-content screening (HSC) on human PSC (hPSC)-

derived kidney organoids in an automated manner.

Compared with the kidney organoid, stem cell-based em-

bryo models are independent 3D structures with a defined

size and more sophisticated morphology. Therefore, they

represent a different challenge for high-content imaging

analysis.

In this study, we set up a workflow to use ma-

chine learning-assisted high-content analysis to study
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embryo-like structures derived from several mouse

induced PSC (iPSC) lines and ESCs. Using this system,

we optimized the culture condition, screened 55 small

molecules and cytokines, and found that BMP4 is the

best candidate to facilitate the formation and the devel-

opment of the iPSCs and trophectoderm stem cell (ITS)

embryos. Our study provides an innovative strategy to

improve the efficiency and unbiased multi-dimensional

analysis of stem cell-based embryos.
RESULTS

Self-assembly ofmouse iPSCs, TSCs, andXEN cells into

postimplantation embryo-like structures

When cultured together, mouse embryonic and ExE stem

cells can spontaneously organize into structures that

closely resemble the early postimplantation stage mouse

embryo (Harrison et al., 2017; Sozen et al., 2018). To repli-

cate this process withmouse iPSCs, wemixedD9-iPSCs (Liu

et al., 2018) with trophectoderm stem cells (TSCs) using the

3D-on-top Matrigel condition as described in (Harrison

et al., 2017, 2018) (Figure 1A). By 72 h, some iPSC aggre-

gates formed postimplantation embryo-like structures

with TSC aggregates, which we refer to as ITS embryos (Fig-

ure 1B). Visual inspection counted less than 20% aggre-

gates containing both iPSCs and TSCs. An ITS embryo

with postimplantation embryo morphology only com-

prises about 5% of total aggregates (Figure 1B). In some

ITS embryos, F-actin concentrated at the iPSC compart-
Figure 1. Self-assembly of mouse iPSCs, TSCs, and XEN cells into
(A) Schematic of the 3D-on-top protocol to generate mouse ITS (iPSC
alone, and TSC-alone structures during 4 days of culture. Green, OCT4 o
showing cell shape; blue, DAPI.
(B) Example and frequency of iPSC-alone, TSC-alone, and ITS embryos
ITSs from 3 separate experiments). Clones containing both iPSCs an
classified as ITS embryos (contacting or merged); other atypical clo
20 mm.
(C) Example and frequency of contacting and merged ITS embryos at
podocalyxin showing cell polarization; pink, OCT4 showing iPSC compa
or merged ITS embryos at 72 h (n = 136 ITSs from 3 separate experimen
images.
(D) Example of ITS embryos. Upper panels are immunostaining images
showing cell shape; pink, laminin; green, OCT4. Scale bars, 20 mm. L
arrowheads indicate the disappearing laminin boundary between iPS
(E) Series of images showing lumen emergence in ITX embryos. Left p
lumen opens in the iPSC part; right panel, a joined pro-amniotic cavity
compartment; yellow, F-actin showing the cell shape and polarity; blu
(F) An ITX embryo with an expanded amniotic cavity-like lumen and
showing cell shape; blue, DAPI. Scale bar, 20 mm.
(G) A typical ITX embryo with basement membrane (BM) surrounding t
arrows indicate T/brachyury-expressing cells in the iPSC compartmen
shapes. Green, OCT4; white, laminin; red, T; blue, DAPI. Scale bar, 20
ment center, a hallmark for polarized epiblast cells. Based

on the pattern of F-actin and podocalyxin staining, we clas-

sify ITS embryos as "contacting" or "merged" (Figure 1C).

The merged ITS embryos have a pro-amniotic cavity at

the center of iPSC and TSC compartments, and hence are

considered to be in a more advanced developmental stage

than contacting-stage ITS embryos. From 72 to 96 h, the

percentage of contacting ITS embryos decreased from

3.68% to 0.71%, while the percentage of merged embryos

increased from 1.47% to 4.96% (Figure 1C). In accordance

with the morphology change, a thin but clear laminin

boundary initially formed between iPSC and TSC compart-

ments in contacting ITS embryos (Figure 1D, left panel),

then began to degrade when the two compartments

continued to merge (Figure 1D, middle panel). Once the

pro-amniotic cavity forms, the laminin boundary between

the two compartments disappeared entirely, with only the

continuous laminin layer surrounding the outside of the

ITS embryo remaining (Figure 1D, right panel).

Next, we added extraembryonic endoderm stem (XEN)

cells to generate ITX (iPSCs, trophectoderm stem cells,

and XEN cells) embryos with a visceral endoderm layer

(Figure S1A); 108 h after mixing, 8.9% structures formed

postimplantation embryo-like ITX embryos containing

cells from the three lineages. The embryonic compartment

contained highly polarized OCT4+ epiblast (EPI) cells and

have bright F-actin signal concentrated toward the pro-am-

niotic cavity (Figures 1E–1F, and S1B–S1E). XEN cells are

also polarized with strong F-actin lining the outer mem-

brane, forming a smooth contour of the ITX embryo
postimplantation embryo-like structures
s + TSC) embryos and representative examples of ITS embryo, iPSC-
f iPSC compartment; red, EOMES of TSC compartment; white, F-actin

at 72 h (n = 136 ITSs from 3 separate experiments) and 96 h (n = 141
d TSCs with morphology similar to that shown on the right were
nes with two cell types were counted as disorganized. Scale bars,

72 and 96 h (n = 141). Green, F-actin showing cell shape; white:
rtment; blue, DAPI. Scale bars, 20 mm. The percentage of contacting
ts) and 96 h (n = 141 ITSs from 3 separate experiments) is below the

showing the merging cavity in ITS embryos. Light blue, E-cadherin
ower panels are the greyscale image of the laminin staining. Black
C and TSC compartments.
anel, polarized iPSCs form a rosette pattern; middle panel, a small
connects the iPSC and TSC compartments. Green, OCT4 showing iPSC
e, DAPI. n = 30 ITSs from 3 separate experiments. Scale bars, 20 mm.
polarized epithelium. Green, OCT4 showing iPSC parts; red, F-actin

he joined iPSC-TSC compartments. White arrows indicate BM; yellow
t. Right panels, XEN cells adjacent to iPSCs and TSCs have distinct
mm.
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(Figure 1F). In 26.67% of ITX embryos, T-expressing iPSCs

localize to one side of the embryo, where the basement

membrane between XEN cells and EPI started to disappear

(Figures 1G and S1F–S1H). Thus, iPSCs can coordinate with

TSC and XEN cells to form ITX embryos, break symmetry,

and initiate mesoderm formation.

Machine learning-assisted high-content analysis of

ITS embryos

The morphological traits of stem cell-based embryos were

often manually scored, which is time consuming and

may introduce bias. To avoid such problems, we used an

HCS system to capture ITS 3D images in 48-well plates (Fig-

ures 2A and 2B). Then we set up a supervised machine

learning protocol I (see supplemental information for de-

tails about PhenoLOGIC machine learning algorithms) to

classify ITS embryos based on HCS images and perform

multi-trait analysis (Figure 2C). Themachine learning algo-

rithms developed by the PerkinElmer HCS system are based

on a compilation of texture analysis algorithms that can

extract hundreds of features, such as the symmetric

distribution and compactness of the staining, profiles

that subdivide the cells into different zones. As the features

extracted by the machine learning algorithms lack

clear biological meaning, we also performed additional

quantification of basic parameters, so-called spot proper-

ties, such as area, roundness, length, width, fluorescence

intensity, etc., that have a clear biological meaning. A

machine learning protocol is an analysis sequence that

includes multiple ‘‘building blocks.’’ Each building block

can be an image processing step, such as ‘‘select all

DAPI + regions,’’ ‘‘training-machining learning modules,’’

or ‘‘quantification of basic parameters.’’ But there can be

only one machining learning module in an analysis

sequence.

The HCS image series with bright-field, DAPI, GFP, and

RFP channels were the input images. We used DAPI stain-

ing to select regions of interest (ROIs) for subsequent

analysis. Before starting training and machine learning
Figure 2. Machine learning protocol I for analyzing ITS embryos
(A) Schematic of setting up the HCS system-based ITS embryo experi
(B) Examples of scanned images by PerkinElmer Opera Phenix high-con
field; green, OCT4 of iPSC compartment; yellow, EOMES of TSC compart
zoomed ITS, iPSC-alone, and TSC-alone structures. Scale bars, 50 mm
(C) Schematic of HCS data analysis strategy based on machine learnin
downstream analyses; red structures were filtered regions excluded for
texture analysis extracted features. Step 3, the green or red circles m
tively. Step 4 (optional), high-grade ITSs were further characterized
(D) Heatmap showing 228 machine learning features used to separat
(E) Evaluation of the performance of machine learning protocol I. Th
(F) Representative images of the false-positive and false-negative
structures are high- and low-grade ITS recognized by machine learnin
analysis, the researcher can perform an optional pre-

filtering step to rule out poor-quality ROIs, thus reducing

the total number of ROIs need to be analyzed and saving

some computing time. Then we selected structures with

good morphology as high-grade ITS examples (green cir-

cles), and structures that do not look like ITS embryos as

low-grade ITS examples (red circles), and used them to train

the machine learning algorithms until the goodness

parameter reached above 1 (Figures 2C and S2A–S2C).

High-grade ITS examples have embryonic and ExE parts

with uniform OCT4 and EOMES staining, and are in con-

tact with each other. In contrast, all other structures were

defined as low-grade ITS examples, including disorganized,

mPSC, or mTSC-alone structures (Figure 2C, step 3). After

training, machine learning protocol I extracted a total of

228 multivariate features with 4 of them weighted most

(Figure S2E) that can separate high- and low-grade ITS

examples (Figure 2D). To validate machine learning proto-

col I, we compared the result given by machine learning

algorithms with the analysis result by an experienced

researcher, and the outcome was highly consistent (Fig-

ure S2D) with an accuracy of 0.92 and F1 score of 0.80 (Fig-

ures 2E and S2F). Examples of the false positive (incorrectly

classified) ITSs shown in Figure 2F include three subpopu-

lations, while a negligible percentage (0.21%) of high-grade

ITSs were identified as false negative due to the filtering

and gating threshold. These misclassifications can be

further reduced by changing the pre-filtering parameters,

increasing input training samples, or setting up more

training classes.

We next used machine learning protocol I to determine

the best starting cell ratio to form ITS embryos. TSCs and

iPSCs were mixed at a ratio ranging from 3:1 to 1:6 (Fig-

ure S3A). The high-grade ITS ratio is the highest when

TSC:iPSC ratio is 1:1 (Figure S3B). Only the mean fluores-

cent intensity (MFI) of OCT4 and EOMES, but not other

basic parameters, were affected by different TSC:iPSC ratios

(Figure S3C). Thus, the HCS system, combined with

machining learning-assisted 3D image analysis, enabled
ment.
tent confocal. Each well view is combined from 25 fields. BF, bright
ment; red, F-actin showing cell shape and polarity; blue, DAPI. The
.
g protocol I. Step 1, the green structures were selected regions for
analysis. Step 2, calculate parameters: including basic parameters or
ark the input-high or low-grade ITS examples for training, respec-
by basic parameters.
e high-grade ITS and low-grade ITS.
e value of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 are indicated.
examples of machine learning protocol I. Green- and red-stained
g; n = 1,189 from 12 independent wells.
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automated and unbiased identification of favorable condi-

tions for stem cell-based embryo or organoid generation.

Machine learning-assisted high-content analysis of

polarization capacity

Different PSC lines may differ in their ability to form em-

bryo-like structures. Since polarization is the key indication

of better-developed ITSs, we set upmachine learning proto-

col II (see supplemental information for algorithms about

machine learning) to classify highly polarized structures

and quantify polarity-related machine learning features/

basic parameters (Figure 3A). F-actin staining was used to

detect polarized (rosette) and non-polarized (non-rosette)

embryoidbodies (EBs) fromPSCs cultured in3D (Figure 3B).

EBs with or without an F-actin ring were recognized as

rosette or non-rosette, and the goodness parameter reached

1.35 (Figures S4A and S4B). Machine learning protocol II

initially extracted 204 features, with 8 of them being key

features for the separation (Figures 3C and S4C). After

checking 8 independent wells of PSC aggregates for

different rosette/non-rosette ratios, the accuracy of correct

classification reached 0.81, and the F1 score was 0.69 (Fig-

ure 3D). The false-positive and false-negative classifications

were mainly because of the ambiguous phenotypes, which

were hard to define and cannot be clearly judged by the hu-

man eye (Figure 3E). More precise representative samples

need to be used for training or else use unsupervised ma-

chine learning to cluster all different phenotypes to solve

this problem. After analyses by machine learning protocol

II, we found that different iPSCs and ESCs differed in their

abilities to form polarized EBs (Figure 3F).

Evaluating different mouse PSC lines by multi-

parameters

Next, we used the HCS system to evaluate different PSC

lines. We collected four iPSC lines (D9, OG2, MHC, and

2-iPS-32) generated by different reprogramming methods

and four ESC lines (46C, V6.5, R1, and E14T) from different

genetic backgrounds (Table S6). When cultured on feeder

cells, the number, solidity, and roundness of the colony

from the above PSC lines were similar. In contrast, the total

area and average size of the colony differ from one another

(Figures 4A and 4B).

Since each analysis sequence can insert only one ma-

chine learning-based building block in our system, we

next did a statistical analysis of the 204 machine learning

features and 14 basic parameters analyzed by machine

learning protocol II to seek the most relevant parameters

to quantify the polarization capacity. After the quantifica-

tion and significance analysis, values from 5 basic parame-

ters (area, F-actin sum, F-actin CV, F-actin SD, F-actin max),

and 39 machine learning features can separate rosette and

non-rosette EBs (Figures 4C–4E). The 5 basic parameters
1336 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 1331–1346 j May 11, 2021
that showed significant differences between rosette and

non-rosette structures were subsequently used to quantify

the polarization capacity of 3D cultured structures.

To automatically compare the ITS formation capacities of

different PSC lines at a multi-parameters level, machine

learning protocol I was used for the separation of high-

and low-grade ITSs, then the five basic parameters recog-

nized by machine learning protocol II would quantify

which condition can give rise to more high-grade ITS em-

bryos with polarized epiblast cells (Figure S4D). Other pa-

rameters, such as the number/ratio of high-grade ITS and

the OCT4/EOMES MFI were also considered. We then

analyzed ITS and ETS (embryo-like structures generated

from ESCs and TSCs) embryos assembled from the eight

different PSC lines. D9 iPSC line and V6.5 ESC line gave

the best high-grade ITS/ETS embryo numbers and ratio;

2-iPS-32 and D9 iPSC lines, R1, and E14T ESC lines showed

better polarization; ITS embryos generated from 2-iPS-32

iPSC line had the highest TSC quality as measured by

EOMES MFI; ETS embryos with OG2 ESC line displayed

the highest OCT4 MFI due to the GFP expression drive by

the Oct4 promoter; ITS/ETS embryos formed from other

PSC lines had comparable levels of OCT4 and EOMES

MFI (Figures 4F and S4E–S4G). Thus, machine learning-

assisted HCS may provide an efficient and non-biased

method to compare different PSC lines regarding their po-

tential to form proper ITS/ETS embryos.

HCS of smallmolecules and cytokines identified BMP4

as a potent inducer of ITS/ETS embryomorphogenesis

As small molecules and cytokines can significantly affect

stem cell differentiation potential, we conducted a screen

of 55 small molecules and protein factors based on their

known effect on early embryo and PSC survival, self-

renewal, and differentiation (Table S7). The screening pro-

cedure is illustrated in Figure 5A. After small-molecule

treatment, ITS embryos were fixed and stained for DNA,

EOMES, and F-actin. An example of 3D images of ITS em-

bryos acquired by the HCS system is shown in Figure 5B

(Video S1–S5). We used the machine learning analysis

sequence to systematically quantify polarized high-grade

ITS embryos (Figure 5C). Twenty-three out of 55 com-

pounds increased the number and ratio of high-grade

ITSs compared with the DMSO control (Figure 5D). Twelve

out of 55 compounds increased the quality of iPSCs and

TSCs (Figure 5E). Previous research suggested that a

rosette-like epiblast predicts better development of the

stem cell-based embryo, so we defined a metric for calcu-

lating polarity score based on the fold change and p value

of the five polarity parameters from our significance anal-

ysis (Figures 4D and S5A). Thirty-six out of 55 compounds

increased the polarization scores of the ITSs (Figure 5F). Af-

ter the primary screen, seven candidates (A1210477,



Figure 3. Machine learning protocol II for evaluating polarization capacity
(A) Images showing the process of machine learning protocol II. In the ‘‘iv.Filtered DAPI region,’’ the green structures were selected for
downstream analyses; red structures were filtered out and excluded for analysis; the green and red circles in the ‘‘v.Training’’ panel mark the
input rosette and non-rosette examples for training, respectively.
(B) Example images showing EBs with higher (rosette) and lower (non-rosette) polarization ability when cultured in 3D with Matrigel at
day 4. Red, F-actin showing polarity. Scale bars, 20 mm.
(C) Heatmap showing 204 machine learning features used for separate rosette and non-rosette EBs cultured in (B).
(D) Evaluation of the performance of machine learning protocol II. The value of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 are indicated.
(E) Images showing false-positive and false-negative examples of machine learning protocol II. Green- and red-stained structures are
high- and low-grade ITS recognized by machine learning; n = 1,328 from 8 independent wells.
(F) Different polarization abilities of PSC lines when cultured with the 3D-on-topmethod in Matrigel on day 4. Lines and columns are means
± SEM. Mean = 1,271, 1,327, 1,195, 1,259, 2,699, 1,303, 1,550, and 2,110 aggregates for D9, OG2, MHC, 2-iPS-32, 46C, V6.5, R1, E14T
lines. N = 2 separate experiments.
melatonin, rapamycin, LY294002, DKK1, BMP4, and met-

formin) scored significantly higher on multiple features

than the DMSO control (Figure S5B). We used another
two ESC lines, E14Tand 46C, to verify the seven candidates

(Figures S5C and S5E). In the E14T line, all the candidates

increased the high-grade ETS number, but LY294002 did
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 1331–1346 j May 11, 2021 1337



Figure 4. Evaluating different mouse PSC lines by multi-parameters
(A) Mouse PSC lines (iPSC: D9, OG2, MHC, 2-iPS-32; ESC: 46C, V6.5, R1, E14T) showed morphological differences when seeded as single cells
in 2D culture. Scale bars, 50 mm. The upper part shows PSC colonies under bright field. The middle and lower parts are the alkaline
phosphatase staining of iPSC and ESC colonies on day 4.
(B) Quantification of colony number, total area, size, solidity, and roundness of different PSC lines. Columns are means ± SEM. Boxes are
median ± interquartile. The mean colony numbers are 1,199, 1,089, 1,210, 1,110, 1,362, 1,141, 1,210, and 1,234 single colonies from D9,
OG2, MHC, 2-iPS-32, 46C, V6.5, R1, and E14T PSC lines. N = 2 separate experiments.

(legend continued on next page)
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not increase the high-grade ETS ratio; DKK1 decreased

OCT4 MFI; and metformin and rapamycin appeared to

inhibit polarization (Figures 5G and S5F). In the 46C line,

LY294002 reduced high-grade ETS number and ratio; rapa-

mycin decreased EOMES MFI; LY294002, melatonin, met-

formin, and rapamycin also inhibited polarization capacity

(Figures 5G and S5F). The above results suggested a cell line-

dependent effect of some candidates. Among all the cell

lines tested, BMP4 increased the total high-grade ITS num-

ber, ratio, and polarity. BMP4 increased most the high-

grade ITS number (1.39-fold) of the 46C line, and the ratio

and polarization capacity (1.20- and 1.31-fold, respec-

tively) of the D9 line (Figure 5G).

We focused on BMP4 for subsequent optimization,

including the treatment time window and concentration

(Figures S5C and S5D). Based onmachine learning-assisted

HCS 3D image analysis, BMP4 addition consistently

increased the number of high-grade ITS (1.2- to 1.7-fold),

while showing a dosage- and time window-dependent in-

fluence on ITS ratio and polarization capacity. Treatment

at 25 ng/mL produced the highest ratio of high-grade

ITSs (1.1- to 1.4-fold), while previous polarization capacity

(1.14- to 1.5-fold) appeared under treatment on day 3 at

any concentration (Figures 5G and S5G).We also character-

ized individual ITS embryos with or without BMP4 treat-

ment based on 3D reconstructed images scanned by the

203 objective of the HCS system, which enabled us to

recognize the nucleus (DAPI staining) and cell boundary

(F-actin staining) (Figure 5H). The total cell number and ra-

tio of TSCs/iPSCs in a single ITS embryo is similar in control

and BMP4-treated groups. In contrast, BMP4-treated ITS

embryos are more polarized and have significantly

higher-quality iPSCs and TSCs (Figure 5I).

Finally, we tested whether ITS embryos can trigger a

decidual reaction in vivo (Figure S6A). Polarized high-grade

ITS embryos were selected and transferred into the uterus

of pseudopregnant female mice (Figure S6B). On average,

four deciduae can be seen in each uterus transferred with

BMP4-treated ITS embryos. A uterus transferred with un-

treated ITS embryos had only one decidua (Figure S6C).
(C) Schematic of HCS data analysis workflow to distinguish polarizatio
protocol II were used to separate rosette and non-rosette structures
significance analysis between rosette and non-rosette structures wer
(D) Volcano plot showing significance analysis of all features and
outputted by HCS analysis. Dots show machine learning features; red
(p < 0.05, log2 fold change > 0.3); blue marks features or parameters
(E) Heatmap comparing the polarity of EBs using five representativ
F-ACTIN MAX) and 39 machine learning features that show a significa
(F) Quantification of high-grade ITS number, ratio, polarity ability, and
lines. Gray columns (other) show structures failed to be distinguished b
and lines are means ± SEM. Mean = 319, 244, 292, 243, 257, 355, 223
lines. N = 2 separate experiments.
HE staining of uterine sections revealed that more blood

cells surround the BMP4-treated ITS embryos (Figure S6D).

This observation suggests that BMP4 may have enhanced

the developmental potential of ITS embryos, subsequently

leading to better crosstalk between ITS embryos with the

uterus stroma, as reflected by the increase in the local

vascular permeability. The above results support the notion

that machine learning-assisted HCS can help identify fac-

tors that promote ITS embryo formation and development.

Gene expression analysis of BMP4-treated ITS embryos

Finally, we performed transcriptional profiling of the iPSC

or TSC compartments of the ITS embryo (ITS-iPSC or ITS-

TSC) and individual iPSC or TSC aggregates (Figure 6A). A

heatmap showed that pluripotency genes (Pou5f1, Nanog,

and Tdgf1) were more highly expressed in both iPSC-alone

and ITS-iPSC, while the Cdx2 level was increased in TSC-

alone and ITS-TSCs (Figure 6B). BMP4 upregulated general

epiblast and primitive streak genes (T, Wnt3, and Nodal) as

well as its target genes (Id1 and Id2) in both iPSC-alone

and ITS-iPSCs (Figure 6B). Principal-component analysis

showed that BMP4 caused an apparent change in the tran-

scriptome of iPSC-alone, TSC-alone, and ITS embryo (Fig-

ure 6C).We identified four distinct patterns of gene clusters

(a complete gene ontology [GO] list can be found in Tables

S1 and S2). Genes in cluster I weremost highly expressed in

BMP4-treated ITS-iPSCs (Figure 6D). The prominent gene

groups in cluster I include histone modification, in utero

embryonic development, actin regulation, gastrulation,

cell polarity, etc. (Figure 6E). Cluster II genes showed

the opposite trend as cluster I genes (Figure 6D). Genes

involved in non-coding RNA (ncRNA) metabolism, stem

cell maintenance, HIF-1, and p53 pathways are highly rep-

resented in cluster II genes (Figure 6E). Cluster III genes

were most highly expressed in BMP4-treated iPSCs, and

the cell polarity genes, histone modification, and ncRNA

metabolism genes were higher in cluster III (Figures 6D

and 6E). Cluster IV genes were more highly expressed in

ITS-iPSC cells than in other groups (Figure 6D). They shared

several similar GOs with cluster I and were enriched with
n ability. A total of 204 features distinguished by machine learning
. Five basic parameters and 39 machine learning features passed
e selected to distinguish polarization ability.
parameters between rosette and non-rosette EBs cultured in 3D
circle shows basic parameters; gray dashed line marks the threshold
with a significant difference between rosette and non-rosette EBs.
e basic parameters (Area, F-ACTIN SUM, F-ACTIN CV, F-ACTIN SD,
nt difference between rosette and non-rosette EBs.
OCT4/EOMES expression level on day 3 generated from different PSC
y machine learning. MFI, mean fluorescent intensity. Columns/dots
, and 227 from D9, OG2, MHC, 2-iPS-32, 46C, V6.5, R1, and E14T PSC
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Figure 5. High-content screening of small molecules and cytokines identified BMP4 as a potent inducer of ITS embryo
morphogenesis
(A) Schematic of small-molecule and cytokine screens on ITS embryos.

(legend continued on next page)
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stem cellmaintenance, ncRNAmetabolism, HIF-1, and p53

signaling pathway genes (Figure 6E).Many key gastrulation

regulators, members of mitogen-activated protein kinase,

transforming growth factor b, Wnt signaling pathways,

histone modification regulators, as well as genes regulating

cell polarity and cytoskeleton, were found in cluster I (Fig-

ure 6F). Moreover, BMP4 treatment increased active

transcription histone mark H3K4me3 on promoter regions

of Wnt3, Hand1, Fgfr1, and Tfap2b (Figure 6G). Besides,

BMP4 or TSC contact could upregulate pattern specifica-

tion, embryonic organ development, or Hippo signaling

pathway genes in iPSCs (Figures S7A–S7C).

We also compared the transcriptome of TSC-alone, ITS-

TSC, BMP4-treated TSC-alone, and ITS-TSCs, and identified

three major gene clusters (Figure 7A, for a complete GO list

see Tables S3 and S4). Cluster I contained genesmost highly

expressed in ITS-TSCs or BMP4-treated ITS-TSCs, including

mitochondrial respiratory chain complex assembly, ribo-

some biogenesis, DNA repair, cell cycle, and ncRNA meta-

bolic process genes (Figure 7B). TSC cluster II genes were

most highly upregulated by BMP4, with GO terms of chro-

mosome segregation and DNA replication, suggesting that

BMP4 may have promoted TSC proliferation (Figures 7A

and 7B). TSC cluster III genes have the opposite trend as

cluster I, and the autophagy genes were enriched (Figures
(B) Representative images of ITS embryo, iPSC-alone, and TSC-alone s
Green, OCT4; yellow, EOMES; red, F-actin; blue, DAPI. Scale bar, 50 m
(C) Schematic of HCS data analysis strategy based on machine learning
High-grade ITSs were further characterized by human selected parame
polarization ability (Area, F-ACTIN SUM, CV, SD, and MAX as in Figure
(D) Quantification of structure number and high-grade ITS ratio on da
by machine learning. Lines and columns are means ± SEM. N = 3 sep
treatment groups and 2 control groups.
(E) Scatterplot showing the OCT4 and EOMES expression level in the P
molecules, respectively. Red marks the control ITS generated with iPS
molecules improved the OCT4 and EOMES expression. Lines and dots
embryos from 55 different treatment groups and 2 control groups.
(F) Scatterplot showing the polarity score of high-grade ITSs treate
generated with D9 iPSCs without any small-molecule treatment (cont
ITSs. Polarity score was calculated by formula SUMpolarity factors[log2(
F-ACTIN SD, F-ACTIN MAX, F-ACTIN CV, F-ACTIN SUM, Area. Results poo
55 different treatment groups and 2 control groups.
(G) BMP4’s effect on different cells and of different concentration/ti
indicated on the graph. n = 96, 116, 120, 134, 115, 105, 117, and 107
n = 140, 177, 232, 238, 184, 226, 194, 185, 220, 164, 183, 176, and
N = 2 separate experiments.
(H) Example of ITS 3D images obtained on the HCS system using a 2
maximum projection images. Green, OCT4; yellow, EOMES; red, F-actin
identified and differentially colored based on DAPI/F-actin staining.
staining. The software can count the total cell number, epiblast cell
(I) Based on 3D reconstructed images obtained using the 203 water
and PSC/TSC quality of single ITS embryos with or without BMP4 treatm
three separate experiments). Two-sided Student’s t test. Columns are
7A and 7B). BMP4 treatment or joining to iPSCs increased

the expression level of many critical regulators of tropho-

blast cell and ExE growth and differentiation, such as Esrrb,

Eomes, Cdx2, Tead4, and BMP4 (Figure 7C). This trend

aligns with our GO analysis that BMP4 induced cell-cycle-

and cell division-related genes in TSCs. However, BMP4

also reduced the level of several trophoblast lineage

markers Krt8, Ascl2, Gata2, Ndrg1, and Tfap2c, suggesting

that it may inhibit specific lineage of trophoblast develop-

ment (Figure 7C). In summary, BMP4 seemed to exert an

overall beneficial effect on both iPSC and TSC compart-

ments to promote the polarization and gastrulation process

in ITS embryos.
DISCUSSION

Our study used machine learning-assisted HCS to investi-

gate stem cell-based embryogenesis in vitro. We estab-

lished robust, unbiased, and automated machine

learning-based protocols to analyze the ability of multiple

iPSC and ESC lines abilities to form ITS embryos, identify

favorable conditions for ITS embryo generation, and

perform cytokine and small-molecule screening to find

factors that can promote ITS embryo generation. We
tructures obtained on the HCS system using a 203 water objective.
m.
to characterize ITS generated from different compound treatments.
ters, including PSC quality (OCT4 MFI), TSC quality (EOMES MFI), and
4D).

y 3. Gray columns (other) show structures failed to be distinguished
arate experiments. In total, 23,165 ITS embryos from 55 different

SC and TSC parts from high-grade ITSs treated with different small
Cs (D9) without any small-molecule treatment. Blue marks the small
are means ± SEM. N = 3 separate experiments. In total, 23,165 ITS

d with different small molecules. Red marks the high-grade ITSs
rol). The dashed line marks the polarity score of control high-grade
treatment/ctrl) 3 weight (p value/fold change)]; polarity factors:
led from 3 separate experiments. In total, 23,165 ITS embryos from

me window. Summary data from Figure S5F-G. Value mean ± SEM is
for E14T line; n = 80, 92, 111, 92, 74, 114, 89, and 135 for 46C line;
167 for different BMP4 concentrations and time windows at day 3.

03 water objective. Left panel: 3D volume rendering images and
; blue, DAPI. Scale bar, 100 mm. Right panel, individual cells were
iPSC or TSC parts can be separated through gating OCT4 or EOMES
number, or TSC number.
objective, quantification of cell number, the polarity (F-ACTIN CV),
ent. (eight BMP4-treated and seven non-treated ITS embryos from
means ± SEM.
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Figure 6. Transcriptome analysis of the iPSC part in single ITS
(A) Schematic of ITS embryo formation and RNA-seq sample collection procedure.
(B) Heatmap showing that iPSC, TSC, iPSC, and TSC parts of the ITS embryo expressed typical lineage marker genes and target genes of
BMP4 signaling. Z score normalized log2 FPKM value of each gene was used.

(legend continued on next page)
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A B

C

Figure 7. Transcriptome analysis of the TSC part in single ITS
(A) Mfuzz gene clustering analysis for TSC only and the structure-TSC part with or without BMP4 induction. x axis, different groups as
labeled; y axis, gene expression level in normalized count value. Three distinct TSC cluster patterns were classified by Mfuzz (R package).
(B) GO analysis of the three gene clusters in (A). The color represents the statistical significance calculated in logP. Yellow, higher p value;
blue, lower p value. The size of the bubble represents the number of genes in each GO class.
(C) Heatmap showing the expression level of trophectoderm marker genes in different TSC groups.
reveal the variation among different iPSC and ESC lines in

forming embryo-like structures when mixed with TSCs.

These approaches and findings are highly informative

and relevant if one wants to study the morphogenesis ca-
(C) Principal-component analysis graph compares the transcriptome o
of the ITS embryo.
(D) Mfuzz gene clustering analysis of iPSC only and the ITS-iPSC part w
iPSC only, iPSC plus BMP4, ITS-iPSC, and ITS-iPSC plus BMP4; y axis, g
cluster patterns were classified by Mfuzz (R package).
(E) Gene ontology (GO) analysis of the four gene clusters in (D). The co
higher p value; blue, lower p value. The size of the bubble represents th
genes.
(F) Heatmap showing the expression level of selective developmen
different iPSC groups.
(G) The UCSC browser snapshots showing histone H3K4me3 peaks at
represent the normalized reads counts.
pacity of human iPSCs and ESCs, which have different ge-

netic backgrounds.

In traditional high-content analysis, researchers often

choose a few basic parameters to score cell-specific traits.
f non-treated and BMP4-treated single iPSC, TSC, iPSC, and TSC parts

ith or without BMP4 induction. x axis, different groups as labeled:
ene expression level in normalized count value. Four distinct gene

lor represents the statistical significance calculated in logP. Yellow,
e number of genes in each GO class. The larger bubble indicates more

tal genes, signaling pathway, and histone modification genes in

the promoter region of Wnt3, Hand1, Fgfr1, and Tfap2b. The scales
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As stem cell-based embryos are complex 3D structures,

more comprehensive and unbiased parameter or feature

selection will be necessary. We extracted a total of 228 fea-

tures from high-content images of ITS structures and 204

features from rosette structures, far exceeding previously

published studies (Table S8). A larger number of multivar-

iant features helps to achieve more accurate classification

of ITS embryoswith unique and sophisticatedmorphology,

and gives more robust statistical power. Moreover, our

accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 scores were higher than

most published papers using machine learning technology

for image analysis (Table S8), indicating that our machine

learning protocols performed satisfactorily. We used our

machine learning protocols to analyzemore than amillion

structures, to score for ITS embryos, rosette structures, and

ITS embryos with rosette embryonic parts, which would

not be possible with the human eye.

Compared with organoid or embryoid systems using

only one type of stem cells, the ITS system is more chal-

lenging as it has two stem cell types (iPSC/ESCs and

TSCs). Thus iPSCs/ESCs, TSCs, and the interaction between

them will be differentially affected by small-molecule and

cytokine treatment, not to mention the different concen-

trations and treatment window. One advantage of our

machine learning platform is that, after setting up and vali-

dating machine learning protocols I and II, modules in

each protocol, can be ‘‘mix and matched’’ to perform

different comparisons and quantifications in an automated

and highly efficient manner, and give unbiased and statis-

tically significant results.With this powerful new platform,

we showed that, among 55 factors, BMP4 performed the

best overall and in different PSC lines. Our single ITS tran-

scriptome analysis, H3K4me3 chromatin immunoprecipi-

tation sequencing, and transfer experiments confirmed

the positive effect of BMP4 on ITS formation and morpho-

genesis. Our results are consistent with known functions of

BMP4 in anterior visceral endoderm (AVE), trophectoderm

(TE), and TSCs (Kumar et al., 2018; Rivron et al., 2018; Tam

et al., 2006); and in hESCs to promote gastrula-like struc-

ture formation in vitro (Warmflash, 2017). Interestingly,

when both TSCs and BMP4 are present, the iPSC transcrip-

tome became more similar to the embryonic part of an

early gastrula embryo. Other factors that showed beneficial

effects toward some aspects of ITS formation are also inter-

esting candidates. Some of them may be combined to see

whether a better phenotype can be achieved. For example,

DKK1 treatment gave the best polarity score. It would be

interesting to add BMP4 and DKK1 simultaneously, but

this could confound the mechanism study.

Our machine learning protocols were established using

the PhenoLOGIC machine learning software package,

which provides a collection of machine learning algorithms

to perform multi-feature analysis. Therefore, it reduces the
1344 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 16 j 1331–1346 j May 11, 2021
bias generated by a few machine learning algorithms devel-

oped by one group. It can also be easily adapted by other re-

searchers to repeat our results or to perform screening on

other state-of-art model systems, such as blastoid (Rivron

et al., 2018), gastruloid (Beccari et al., 2018; Turner et al.,

2017; Van den Brink et al., 2014), human epiblast-like struc-

tures with anteroposterior patterning (Martyn et al., 2018;

Simunovic et al., 2019; Warmflash et al., 2014), and human

or mouse PSC differentiation in microengineered chips or

micropatterns (Morgani et al., 2018; Shao et al., 2017a;

Xue et al., 2018). As PSCs and TSCs are more amenable to

large-scale culture and genetic manipulation, CRISPR tech-

nology-based genetic screening using inducible knockout

(iCRISPR) (González et al., 2014) or activation (idCas9-

VPR) (Guo et al., 2017), combined with machine learning-

assisted HCS, may be a robust approach to identify new

regulators of mammalian embryo development through

the stem cell-based embryo models.

In summary, machine learning-assisted high-content 3D

image analysis could accelerate the exploration of the stem

cell-based embryomodels as well as other organoid systems.

In the future, CRISPR-based genetic screen and bioengi-

neering technologies could be incorporated to facilitate

the generation of better PSC-derived models and possibly

tissue-specific progenitor cells for regenerative medicine.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

For more details of this section, please also refer to the supple-

mental experimental procedures.

In brief, to generate ITS/ETS embryos using PSCs and TSCs on

Matrigel, we used a protocol similar to the one described in Harri-

son et al. (2017). In brief, PSCs and TSCs were dissociated to single

cells and mixed at a 1:1 ratio or as otherwise mentioned. Optical-

grade tissue culture dishes were covered with 60 mL of liquidMatri-

gel, then allowed to solidify at 37�C before cells were seeded on top

at 13 105 cells/mL. The culture dishes were filled with the ETSme-

diumcontaining 5%Matrigel. The ETSmediumwas changed every

day without Matrigel supplement.

A Leica SP8 confocal with a water-immersion 253 objective was

used for individual ITS or ITX imaging. PerkinElmer Opera HCS

machine was used for high-throughput and high-content image

acquisition in a 48-well plate (Corning) with a 103 or 203 objec-

tive in confocal mode. ImageJ and PerkinElmer Opera software

were used to analyze confocal images and high-content images,

respectively.

For small-molecule and protein factor screening, mouse PSCs

and TSCs were dissociated and mixed at a 1:1 ratio with a density

of 1 3 105 cells/mL. Forty-eight-well plates were pre-coated with

20 mL Matrigel and then seeded with 500 mL cell suspension in

ITS/ETS medium containing 5% Matrigel per well. The plates

were then incubated at 37�C for 24 h and replaced with the fresh

medium the next day for another 24 h. Forty-eight hours after

cell seeding, small molecules were added during ITS/ETS medium

change. The structures were incubated with small molecules



for another 24 h, then fixed and stained, and scanned on a

PerkinElmer Opera Phenix High-Content Screening System using

the confocal mode. The image analysis strategy was developed us-

ing predefined building blocks and machine learning algorithms

(PhenoLOGIC from Harmony software, PerkinElmer). For detailed

analysis methods and sequences, see supplemental information.

The concentration of small molecules is listed in Table S7.

Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean or

median ± interquartile as indicated in the figure legend. Statistical

significance was determined by Student’s t test (two-tailed) for

two groups using GraphPad software. p < 0.05 was considered

significant.
Data and code availability
The RNA high-throughput sequencing data are publicly available

at the National Center for Biotechnology Information with

Gene Expression Omnibus, accession no. GSE 139379. The

algorithms developed by this study are listed in the supplemental

information.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/

10.1016/j.stemcr.2021.03.018.
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